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Recent concerns about an influenza pandemic have highlighted the need to plan for offsite Alternate Care Centers (ACCs).
The likelihood of a successful response to patient surges will depend on the local health systems’ ability to prepare well in
advance of an influenza pandemic. Our health system has worked closely with our state’s medical biodefense network to
plan the establishment of an ACC for an influenza pandemic. As hospitalists have expanded their roles in their local health
systems, they are poised to play a major role in planning for the next influenza pandemic. Hospitalists should work with
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Major natural disasters, such as Hurricane Rita and Hurricane Katrina in 2005, have reinforced the reality that health
care workers may be asked to treat patients outside the traditional hospital setting.1 The emergence of H5N1 avian
influenza in Southeast Asia has also raised concerns about a
potential worldwide pandemic influenza.2 Since 2003, the
number of avian influenza cases in humans has totaled 387,
with 245 deaths.3 While H5N1 influenza has thus far been
largely confined to avian populations, the virulence of this
strain has raised concern regarding the possible emergence
of enhanced human transmission.4 While impossible to
accurately forecast the devastation of the next pandemic on
the health system, anything similar to the pandemics of the
past century will require a large coordinated response by
the health system. The most severe pandemic in the past
century occurred in 1918 to 1919. The estimated deaths
attributed to this worldwide ranges from 20 to 100 million
persons,5–7 with >500,000 of these deaths in the United
States.6,7 In comparison, the annual rate of deaths related to
influenza in the United States ranges from 30,000 to
50,000.2,5 It has been estimated that the next pandemic
influenza could cause 75 to 100 million people to become
ill, and lead to as many as 1.9 million deaths in the United
States.8 In response, the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) has stressed the importance of advanced
planning,9 and the most recent Homeland Security Presidential Directive (HSPD-21) directs health care organizations and the federal government to develop preparedness
plans to provide surge capacity care in times of a catastrophic health event.10 A previous report by one of the

authors emphasized the need for hospitalists to play a
major role in institutional planning for a pandemic
influenza.11

The Alternate Care Center
The concept of offsite care in an influenza pandemic has
previously been described, and we will refer to these as
Alternate Care Centers (ACCs). Although the literature
describes different models of care at an ACC (Table 1),12 we
believe an ACC should be activated as an extension of the
supporting hospital, once the hospital becomes over
capacity despite measures to grow its inpatient service
volume.
Our health system is a large academic medical center,
and we have been working with our state to develop a plan
to establish and operate an ACC for the next pandemic
influenza. Our plans call for an ACC to be activated as an
overflow hospital once our hospitals are beyond 120%
capacity. We have gone through several functional and tabletop exercises to help identify critical issues that are likely
to arise during a real pandemic. Subsequent to these exercises, we have convened an ACC Planning Work Group,
reviewed the available literature on surge hospitals, and
have focused our recent efforts on several key areas.13 First,
it will be important to clearly outline the general services
that will be available at this offsite location (Table 2), and
this information should be disseminated to the local medical community and the general public. An informed public,
with a clear understanding that the ACC is an extension of
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TABLE 1. Models of Care at an Alternate Care Center
Overflow hospital providing full range of care
Patient isolation and alternative to home care for infectious patients
Expanded ambulatory care
Care for recovering, noninfectious patients
Limited supportive care for noncritical patients
Primary triage and rapid patient screening
Quarantine

TABLE 2. Examples of Medical Services at an Alternate
Care Center
IVF administration
Parenteral medication administration (eg, antibiotics, steroids, narcotic analgesics,
antiemetics)
Oxygen support
Palliative care services
NOTE: Physicians, in conjunction with nurses could determine the need for, and provide these
services.
Abbreviation: IVF, intravenous fluids.

the hospital with hospitalists in charge of medical care, is
more likely to accept getting healthcare in this setting.
Second, hospitals and the ACC—as an extension to the
main hospital—will be asked to provide care to patients
referred from several external facilities. Thus, the relationship between the ACC and the main hospital is critical. In a
situation where local and even national health care assets
will be overwhelmed, having a traditional hospital take full
ownership of the ACC and facilitate the transport of patients
in and out of the center will be vital to the maintenance of
operations. Figure 1 illustrates an example of how patients
may be transitioned from 1 site of care to another.
Third, the logistics of establishing an ACC should include
details regarding: (1) securing a location that is able to
accommodate the needs of the ACC; (2) predetermining the
scope of care that can be provided; (3) procuring the necessary equipment and supplies; (4) planning for an adequate
number of workforce and staff members; and (5) ensuring a
reliable communication plan within the local health system
and with state and federal public health officials.14 Staffing
shortages and communication barriers are worthy of further
emphasis. Given conservative estimates that up to 35% of
staff may become ill, refuse to work, or remain home to
care for ill family members,15 it is essential that hospitals
and regional emergency planners develop a staffing model
for the ACC, well in advance of a pandemic. These may
include scenarios in which the recommended provider-topatient ratio can not be met. Among the essential lessons
learned from the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)
outbreak in Toronto (Ontario, Canada) was the importance
of developing redundant and reliable communication plans
among the healthcare providers.16,17

FIGURE 1. Flow of patients to and from the ACC. Although
in a pandemic flu, patients may need to be transferred from
many of these settings to another site, the diagram depicts
the multiple ways patients may be referred to an ACC and
back to home. Abbreviations: ACC, Alternate Care Center;
ECF, Extended Care Facility; ED, Emergency Department;
NEHC, Neighborhood Emergency Help Center.

Last, healthcare workers’ concerns about occupational
health and safety must be addressed, and strict measures to
protect providers in the ACC need to be implemented.16
This includes providing all exposed staff with adequate personal protective equipment (eg, N-95 masks), ensuring that
all staff are vaccinated against the influenza virus, and
implementing strict infection control (eg, hand washing)
practices.
For more information, we refer the reader to references
that contain further details on our ACC exercises13 and
documents that outline concepts of operations in an ACC,
developed by the Joint Commission and a multiagency
working group.1,14

The Hospitalist Physician and the ACC
During an influenza pandemic, physicians from all specialties will be vital to the success of the health systems’
response. General internists,18 family practitioners, and
pediatricians will be overextended in the ambulatory setting
to provide intravenous (IV) fluids, antibiotics, and vaccines.
Emergency physicians will be called upon to provide care
for a burgeoning number of patient arrivals to the Emergency Department (ED), whose acuity is higher than in nonpandemic times. These physicians’ clinical expertise at their
sites of practice may be severely tested. Hospitalists, given
their inpatient focus will be ideally suited to provide medical care to patients admitted to the ACC.
Previous physician leadership at surge hospitals has
come from multiple specialties. Case studies describing the
heroic physician leadership after Hurricane Katrina and
Hurricane Rita represented pediatricians, family physicians,
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emergency department physicians, and internists.1 In an
influenza pandemic, patients in the ACC will require medical care that would, under nonsurge situations, warrant
inpatient care. Hospitalists are well poised to lead the
response in the ACC for pandemic flu. Hospitalists have
expanded their presence into many clinical and administrative responsibilities in their local health systems,19 and the
specialty of hospital medicine has evolved to incorporate
many of the skills and expertise that would be required of
physician leaders who manage an ACC during an influenza
pandemic.
While the actual morbidity and mortality associated with
the next pandemic are uncertain, it is likely that the number
of patients who seek out medical care will exceed current
capacity. With constrained space and resources, patients
will require appropriate and safe transition to and from the
hospital and the ACC. Hospitalists have become leaders in
developing and promoting quality transition of care out of
acute care settings.20,21 Their expertise in optimizing this
vulnerable time period in patients’ healthcare experience
should help hospitalists make efficient and appropriate
transition care decisions even during busy times and in an
alternate care location. Many hospitalists have also developed local and national expertise in quality improvement
(QI) and patient safety (PS) initiatives in acute care settings.22 Hospitalists can lead the efforts to apply QI and PS
practices in the ACC. These interventions should focus on
the potential to be effective in improving patient care, but
also consider issues such as ease of implementation, cost,
and potential for harm.23
An influenza pandemic will require all levels of the
healthcare system to work together to develop a coordinated
approach to patient care. Previously, Kisuule et al.24
described how hospitalists can expand their role to include
public health. The hospitalists’ leadership in the ACC fits
well with their descriptions, and hospitalists should work
with local, state, and national public health officials in pandemic flu planning. Their scope of practice and clinical expertise will call on them to play key roles in recognition of
the development of a pandemic; help lead the response
efforts; provide education to staff, patients, and family
members; develop clinical care guidelines and pathways for
patients; utilize best practices in the use of antimicrobial
therapy; and provide appropriate palliative care. Depending
on the severity of the influenza pandemic, mortality could
be considerable. Many hospitalists have expertise in palliative care at their hospitals,25–27 and this skill set will be
invaluable in providing compassionate end-of-life care to
patients in the ACC.
In a pandemic, the most vulnerable patient populations
will likely be disproportionately affected, including the elderly, children, and the immune-compromised. Hospitalists
who care regularly for these diverse groups of patients
through the spectrum of illness and recovery will be able to
address the variety of clinical and nonclinical issues that
arise. If the ACC will provide care for children, hospitalists

with training in pediatrics, medicine-pediatrics, or family
medicine should be available.

Additional Considerations
While many unanswered questions remain about how to
best utilize the ACC, hospitalists are ideally suited to help
lead planning efforts for an ACC for pandemic flu. Other
issues that may require additional considerations include:
(1) whether to strictly care for patients with influenza symptoms and influenza-related illnesses or to provide care for
all patients at the ACC; (2) what to do when patients refuse
transfer to and from the ACC; (3) determining the optimal
staffing model for patient care providers and to provide care
for a wide range of age groups; (4) how the ACC will be
funded; (5) how and where to store stockpiles; (6) developing redundant and coordinated communication plans; and
(7) planning for reliable access to information and technology from the ACC.

Conclusions
We have introduced the concept of the ACC for the hospitalist community, and emphasized the benefits of engaging
hospitalists to lead the ACC initiative at their own health
organizations during pandemic flu. As hospitalists currently
serve in many of these roles and possess the skills to provide care and lead these initiatives, we encourage hospitalists to contact their hospital administrators to volunteer to
assist with preparation efforts.
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